GSU revamps elections

By JASON WILLIAMS
News Writer

Major overhauls in the Graduate Student Union’s (GSU) constitution last fall have resulted in major changes in election procedures for GSU officers this spring.

The most outstanding changes include mail-in ballots and split tickets for the positions of president and vice president. Prior to this year, students could only run on double tickets and a single voting booth in Hesburgh Library was the only location available for students to cast their ballots.

The new election procedures were prompted by an attempt to increase graduate student involvement on campus, according to Ulick Stafford, Chairman of the GSU Elections, Credentials and Procedures (ECP) Committee.

“There were a lot of times when we had students interested in running for a position, but they could not find anyone to run with them,” Stafford said. “The opinion of the committee was that we should have two tickets. This way we will hopefully have a more varied and diverse ticket.”

Although the voting booth in Hesburgh will still be available to graduate students on election day, mail-in ballots will be circulated in the Graduate Student Newsletter, a periodical sent to all graduate students.

“In the past, the elections have drawn only 15 to 20 percent of the students.” Ulick said. “By sending ballots in the mail, we hope to increase participation.”

Run-off candidates are busy planning their campaign strategies for the Wednesday run-offs. Candidates involved in the run-offs have another 24 hours to campaign starting at midnight tonight and ending midnight tomorrow. Candidates cannot spend over their $100 campaign allotment during this period.

A change in the number of meal hours at SMC dining halls will improve the value for their money.

By LAURA FERGUSON
News Writer

‘Carte Blanche’ adds meal hours at SMC

To better accommodate the needs of Saint Mary’s students, Marriott Food Services recently announced plans to open the dining hall for 12 hours per day, beginning in the fall of 1993.

The new serving hours will run from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on weekdays and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekends. The hall will be open for 12 hours per day, beginning in the fall of 1993.

It is unsure if there will be a run-off between Kendall & Glenister.

By NANCY DUNN
News Writer

Class elections yesterday yielded a victory for the Dan Connolly ticket for the senior class and a run-off in the sophomore and junior class races.

Connolly, with Vice President Maura Cavanagh, Treasurer David God and Secretary Megan Junius, will continue to represent the class of 1994. The ticket won 63.7 percent of the vote and a majority of 20 of the 26 dorms.

A run-off will be held Wednesday between the junior class tickets of Bryan Corbett (37.1 percent of the vote) and Ira Wade (21.2 percent) and the sophomore tickets of Michaela Kendall (62.1 percent) and Glenister (36.2 percent).

The dorm’s j-board members were told through their judicial council presidents that they had the authority to create makeshift ballots, according to Judicial Council President Pete Castelli.

Since Connolly is the decisive winner in the sophomore class, there will be a run-off between Kendall & Glenister in the junior class.

Run-off candidates are busy planning their campaign strategies for the Wednesday 26 dorms.

The dorm’s j-board members were told through their judicial council presidents that they had the authority to create makeshift ballots, according to Judicial Council President Pete Castelli.
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Cooking It up

Brother Bonaventure Scully, rector of Keenan Hall, prepares dinner at O’Mara House, a community house for ex-cons.
The mystery and meaning of the tanning salon

This last weekend I participated in a national phenomenon: I paid money to be exposed to radiation. Since I will be exposed to the merciless South Padre Island sun for a few days of my spring break, a friend of mine convinced me that going to a tanning salon was in my best interests. Let me recount a little of my harrowing experience.

The radiation distributors first ask you how burned you are to burning. I stretched the truth a little, "Oh, I don't really burn that easily." From that answer and a little questionnaire the young woman who worked there determined what dose of radiation would be adequate for me—two minutes.

She gave me a pair of goggles that made me look like Spiderman with long hair, and then led me into a dimly lit dressing room. Here she instructed me how to correctly microwave myself: "Place the booth, rotate to get even exposure, make sure to wear your goggles, and flip this switch when you're ready to enter the booth."

They don't flip the switch for you. The radiation exposure is completely self-induced. The tanning booth is similar in size to a telephone booth with long cylindrical tubes on the walls which light up green or purple. All I could think of was radioactive materials like those in Homer Simpson's workplace.

I undressed, flipped the switch, habitually entwining the radioactive telephone cable, and shut the door. I could hear the swirling of the lamps as my heart raced.

As I rotated my body in a similar way as a microwave roaster, I tried to stay calm. The two minutes seemed an eternity. What if the lamps didn't shut off in two minutes? What if I were locked in? I would surely be a human chicken nugget.

The experience made me think of the price of trying to look like a societal image of what is desirable. Being tan is considered desirable, yet there is a general consensus in the medical community that there is no such thing as a safe tan, since exposure to UV rays (from the sun or lamps) lead to premature aging of skin and skin cancer.

Have you ever seen middle-aged men and women whose skin now has the texture of worn chicken skin?

Nowadays people will continue to tan as long as it is considered an ideal of beauty and desirability. Being tan is considered desirable, yet there is a general consensus in the medical community that there is no such thing as a safe tan, since exposure to UV rays (from the sun or lamps) lead to premature aging of skin and skin cancer.
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HPC prepares ‘buy’ and ‘bail’

By COLLEEN KNIGHT

News Writer

Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students will be able to “buy” the services of famous Notre Dame personalities and other students will be “arrested” or held for bail to raise money for the Biever-Hipp Memorial Scholarship Fund, according to Lewis Hall co-president Heather Arnold.

Arnold and other members of the Hall Presidents’ Council (HPC) are now finalizing plans and administering sign-ups for the upcoming events, Buy a Domer and Bail a Domer.

"Buy a Domer" is the name for the annual HPC auction that has featured such famous Domers as Rocket Ismail, University President Father Edward Malloy, and Lou Holtz, while "Bail a Domer" is a new event that has been created to increase awareness of the auction, Arnold said.

Last year, the auction had an overwhelming response, raising over $30,000 for the scholarship fund. Although HPC does not expect to raise quite that much money this year, Arnold said she has high expectations for the events.

"Members of HPC are very excited," she said, "especially for the Bail a Domer event.”

From now until Thursday, students can sign up in their dorms to have one of their friends or roommates "arrested" on March 18. The prisoners will be brought to a holding area in LaFortune Student Center and will not be freed until their friends bring enough bail money, Arnold explained.

Bail will be set at a $10 minimum, and telephones will be at holding areas so prisoners can call their friends, Arnold added. "HPC volunteers dressed as wardens will hold 20 or 25 students prisoner at time. It should be a lot of fun, and hopefully it will raise awareness of the auction that night," she said.

All proceeds from the bail money and from the auction will go toward the scholarship fund. Local businesses have donated prizes to be raffled off at the auction, and raffle tickets will be available in the dining halls the week after spring break.

The auction will be held the evening of March 18 in the LaFortune Ballroom. "Last year the event was a huge success," Arnold said. "We hope this year can be just as rewarding.”

Office of Alcohol & Drug Education wishes you a safe Spring Break!

Register Wednesday and Thursday in the dining halls and LaFortune for a drawing to win a car and other great prizes!

The University of Notre Dame
The Departments of English and Philosophy and Religion and Literature present

John D. Caputo
David R. Cook Professor of Philosophy
Villanova University

Postmodern Spirits
Religion, Ethics, and Community in the Postmodern Condition

Wednesday, March 3
If I a boh: Obligations there are
Quasi-Ethical Improvisations
on a Theme from Derrida and Levinas

Thursday, March 4
Week Community of Practice Postmodern Conception of Community

Friday, March 5
Dangerous Memories of Suffering,
With a Postscript on the Possibility of a Postmodern Catholicism

All lectures will be held in DeBartolo 140

Science in progress
Notre Dame graduate student Hong Wang measures the calcium concentration of Notre Dame tap water.

BOG plans woman’s day

By CHRISTINA CANNON

News Writer

Members of the Saint Mary’s Board of Governance (BOG) last night discussed the agenda for the upcoming Women’s Appreciation Day to be held Saturday, March 20.

Speakers and activities will be featured throughout the day, said Saint Mary’s senior Martha Marzolf of Student Alliance for Women’s Colleges at Saint Mary’s. Activities include a performance by Sister Chain and a skit about the stereotypes of women’s colleges, which will be followed by a discussion, said Marzolf.

Members also discussed the possibility of changing the smoking policy on campus, said Saint Mary’s junior Melissa Whelan, Spiritual Life Commissioner. Faculty and administration are currently being asked for their input.

A decision will be made by the end of the semester as to whether Saint Mary’s becomes a smoke-free campus or will reserve certain buildings off-limits to smokers.

On Tuesday, March 16, a proposal for an increased student activities fee will be presented before senior officers for consideration.

"If we increase the fee by 20 dollars our student activity fee will be at the lowest college average for a school our size," said student body president Tina Carrara.

BEAT THE CLOCK TUESDAY!
5:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. Every Tuesday
Price of Large
1 Topping Pizza
is the time you call!

Free Delivery
271-1177
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Six hostage children released

Eight children were released yesterday as part of a negotiated settlement with a religious cult leader, according to authorities.

The leader of the cult, who believes he's Jesus, told his mother "I'm dying, all right?" after Sunday's gun battle with an army of police and federal agents.

"We negotiated through the night and they are negotiating again this morning," said Sharon Wheeler, a spokesman for the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. She declined to say who was negotiating for the cult.

At least 75 people remained in the compound about 10 miles east of Waco, about one third of them children, authorities said. Koresh said many of the children were his.

Three people arrested after the standoff were charged Monday with attempted murder of a federal law enforcement officer and use of a firearm during commission of a violent crime, said Jim Deatley, a spokesman in the U.S. Attorney's office.

The FBI sent its elite Hostage Rescue Team to the scene Monday, said a federal law enforcement official who spoke on condition of anonymity.

The standoff began Sunday after a 45-minute gun battle with about 100 ATF agents, who were trying to serve arrest and search warrants on Koresh for federal firearms charges.

---

WACO, Texas (AP) -- A heavily armed religious cult released six more children Monday and authorities negotiated nonstop trying to resolve a standoff at a fortified compound where six people died.

"The leader of the cult, who believes he's Jesus, told his mother 'I'm dying, all right?' after Sunday's gun battle with an army of police and federal agents."

In all, the cult Branch Davi­dians allowed at least 10 chil­dren to leave. More children were believed to be inside the bullet-scarred compound.

An army of police and federal agents ringed the group's fortified compound, and kept up negotiations a day after a rain of gunfire killed four federal agents and two members of the sect, one reportedly cult leader David Koresh's daughter.

"We negotiated through the night and they are negotiating again this morning," said Sharon Wheeler, a spokesman for the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. She declined to say who was negotiating for the cult.

At least 75 people remained in the compound about 10 miles east of Waco, about one third of them children, authorities said. Koresh said many of the children were his.

---

IF YOU'RE INTO COCAINE, WE'VE GOT A LINE FOR YOU.
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ACCENT DEPARTMENT

is now accepting applications for the following positions:

Literary Critic
Movie Critic
Music Critic
Weekly Columnist

Please submit a one-page statement of intent, résumé, and a writing sample (does not have to be published) to Kenya Johnson by 9 p.m., Thursday, March 4, 1993.

For more information about any of the positions call Kenya at 631-4540.

DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE

"THE BOLG" HITS 21

Continued Good Luck...
Student Senate approves survey
By KENYA JOHNSON
News Writer

Student Senate finalized a year-long goal by approving the 1993 Student Body Survey in last night's meeting.

"Everything's in the final stages," said Breen Phillips Hall, Student Senate president. "We hope to have the entire approval process complete and the surveys distributed by March 19 in other business, Pat McCarthy, Student Union Board (SUB) manager, presented the following nominations for next term's SUB executive board:
• Ellen Zahran as board manager;
• Jamie Morris as controller;
• Chris Liang as director of programming;
• Betsy Harkins as director of relations; and
• Kate Keckler as director of marketing.
All nominations were unanimously approved by senate. McCarthy also sought approval from senate on funding events for AnTostal on March 19.

"We hope to have the entire Student Body Survey in the SUB executive board: following nominations for next term's SUB executive board:
• Jamie Morris as controller;
• Ellen Zahran as board manager;
• Kate Keckler as director of relations; and
• Chris Liang as director of programming."

Let the Countdown Continue:
2 weeks and
a day ’til
St. Patrick’s Day

Must be 21

SENIORS!
Buy your senior formal bids!!

Monday, March 1
Tuesday March 2
LaFortune Ballroom
(formally Theodore’s)
6pm-9pm
Wednesday, March 3
LeMans Lobby
6pm-9pm

Bids are $60 per couple

ConservE Energy:
turn out your lights

REAL ESTATE
ANALYST PROGRAM
Before You Go Back
For Your MBA,
Give Yourself A Head Start
If you plan on taking some time before pursuing your MBA, take a look at this opportunity from The Prudential.
This is a challenging 2-year program where highly motivated BA's and BS's (who are planning to apply to top business schools in 1995) with at least a B+ or better undergraduate GPA and a strong mathematical aptitude, gain valuable hands-on real estate investment experience. An intensive training program will help prepare you for a variety of real estate modeling and final evaluation assignments.
As one of the nation's largest real estate investors, we can offer you an attractive starting salary and outstanding comprehensive benefits along with the opportunity to work with top investment professionals.
To apply, send your resume and a copy of your college transcript by March 10, 1993 to: The Prudential Realty Group, Prudential Plaza, 130 East Randolph, Suite 1200, Chicago, IL 60601-5317. An equal opportunity employer.

Faculty Senate debates
'Catholic character' of ND
By JESSE BARRETT
News Writer

The Catholic character of Notre Dame and the extent to which it should affect academic life was the main issue debated last night at the Faculty Senate meeting.
Discussion focused on the Report of the Committee on Academic Life to the College for the Year 2000.
Members of the Senate disagreed about the amount of importance placed on the University's Catholic character.
A number of faculty members supported the report's emphasis on Catholic character. The Faculty Senate needs to support the report if they want to establish Notre Dame as the greatest Catholic University in the United States," said Professor Bill Miscamble, who is not a member of the Senate but was invited to the meeting.
"Notre Dame is not some secular university. We are a unique institution. We shouldn't be defensive about it but be creative and forbright in pursuing and creating a first-rate Catholic Institution," added Miscamble.
"Notre Dame is supposed to be the place where the Catholic Church of America does its thinking," said Professor George Lopez. "This is where the Catholic Church of America does its thinking. We need to ask how we contribute to the thinking of the Church as a whole," he added.

Others were concerned that the report may compromise Notre Dame’s academic quality. "There is a great deal of emphasis placed on what will preserve our religious enterprise," said Professor Jean Porter. "We need to do more to protect our intellectual enterprise. There needs to be more discussion about preserving and enhancing the Catholic faculty was included in the report. "We need a culture in which we don't get competitive Catholic applicants. If we stress the hiring of Catholic faculty, we will appoint faculty members who are not the most qualified," said Professor Michael DeJohn.

"Notre Dame's prestige as a national university and the importance of the graduate school in establishing it was also discussed.
"We need intellectual intensity, and the small graduate school at Notre Dame greatly limits this. We don't understand the level of true intellectual greatness," said Vasta.
The Colloquy details every aspect of university life and procedure. It is broken into four areas which will be synthesized into a finished report. Last night's discussion will be considered in the formulation of the final document.
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The Prudential Realty Group
Move Up To The Rock*
Clinton vows to boost college aid

NEW YORK (AP) — President Clinton pledged Monday to revolutionize college aid by allowing students to repay loans through community work. He cast his ambitious national service plan as a 1990s GI Bill to "change America forever and for the better."

Starting with a modest 1,000 slots this summer and growing to 100,000 or more within four years, the program will make colleges affordable to all while setting off a wave of involvement in education, health, safety and environmental projects, Clinton predicted.

"All across America we have problems that demand our common attention," Clinton said. "National service is nothing less than the American way to change America."

The program was a centerpiece of Clinton's campaign, and he chose the 32nd anniversary of President Kennedy's creation of the Peace Corps to formally propose it as president. Congressional approval would be required.

The event was as much symbolism as substance. Clinton's lofty rhetoric aside, aides say many details are still unclear, from how much a student would be able to borrow to how big a stipend to pay young people while they work off their loans.

Clinton's plan is designed to dramatically reshape federal student aid programs and offer young Americans opportunities — and incentive — to perform such community service as working in inner-city children's health and drug clinics, tutoring in literacy programs and walking streets in neighborhood police corps.

The president himself set high expectations for the initiative, framing the announcement as "one I hope will be a truly historic moment in our nation's history." He compared it to the GI Bill's offer of education to servicemen returning from World War II, a program that expanded the nation's middle class.

Investigators search for cause of explosion

NEW YORK (AP) — Investigators of the bombing that radically altered New York City's psyche are trying to learn more about the possibility of the twisted rubble beneath the World Trade Center. Rumors are circulating that explosives collected from the perimeter of the 100-foot-wide crater punched out by the explosion in a parking garage below the fountain's signature twin towers. Five were killed and more than 1,000 injured in the Friday morning blast.

One person was still missing Sunday. Another missing person was safely accounted for Sunday night, far from the blast site.

The towers, the world's second-largest buildings, will be closed for at least a week until safety and security are restored. Contractors welded steel beams and other supports into the trade center's underground area to make it more secure.

The smoke-damaged New York Stock Exchange Center, housed in one of the center's smaller buildings, got permission to open today as the financial center limped back to life.

Law enforcement officials have said they found traces of nitrate, an ingredient in dynamite, at the blast site. Some, speaking on condition of anonymity, told The New York Times that investigators have found no traces of chemicals associated with plastic explosives.

Determining what type of explosive was used and how it was triggered will help investigators trace its source. If it was a car bomb, authorities will attempt to reconstruct the vehicle, just as they do when jilted lovers are the scene.

"The work could take months," said James Fox, head of the FBI's New York City office. "We will never give up. Whoever did this, we will catch them, even if it takes 20 years." He could only speculate about who planted the powerful device and why, but said the magnitude of the blast indicated it was the work of a group rather than a crazed loner.

"This was a bomb," Fox said.

Meals continued from page 1

"We may need more workers next year because all those hospitals are just too much a task of a few workers. I am hoping that the freshmen this year will stay on the staff for next fall." Students have had a positive response to the changes.

"I think that is in a great idea but I do wish that they had done this sooner," said senior Bridget McCourt. "Hopefully it will help the work study student workers. Plus people will spend much more time in the dining hall relaxing and socializing after and between meals."

Freshmen Melissa Novock, also a dining hall worker said, "It is good because the administrators look at what the students need. This new plan will make it more convenient for students different schedules."
US supports China’s entrance to GATT

BEIJING (AP) — The United States expressed support Monday for admitting China to the world trading system and resumed talks on the matter that were interrupted last year by Beijing’s crushing of democracy movement.

"The floor is full, everybody is talking," said economist Robert Wescott of the American Enterprise Institute.

"Many businesses are being forced to shut down as the economy struggles to set the new lower levels. More new members are Congress are asking, loudly, what the government is doing to put the money to work in cities that need it yesterday. "Just what, exactly, is the delay?" Rep. Les Aspin, House Appropriations Committee chairman during a recent House appropriations hearing. In an interview, Wescott said he found "a gotcha! mentality" when he took over from Michael Bloomberg, who compiled guidelines, instead of helping them fix what they need to fix. In the pipeline is $1.2 billion for building more homes for lower-income families and for long-term repair and renovation of public housing projects.

Regional banks replacing local institutions

INDIANAPOLIS — Changes in the ownership of state’s largest banks are coming as the quality of service is dropping, said one bank official. "We will still an Indiana bank with a three-hour drive to serve the needs of our customer base here," said Otto Frenzel, chairman of the former Merchants National Bank and now chairman of National City in Indianapolis. "There are mergers that are taking place in financial institutions under the ownership of regional superbanks also need to change," he said.

The exchanges reopened on Monday after the market was suspended when Beijing demon­strations in June 1989. The twin towers’ operator, the World Trade Center Authority, said as he stepped off the 91st floor.

"People begin to operate in innovative ways to move on," said the twin towers’ operator, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, announced a $5 billion development program to house businesses and office workers in the small and medium size business tenants.

"We will be writing checks to the two dozen companies," he said Vincent Tese, vice chairman of the Port Authority.

The bomb blast Friday demolished the vital air conditioning, electrical and other support systems for World Trade Center Towers 1 and 2. The disaster for Cantor Fitzgerald Inc. was not the first. "We have to do something to help people," he said.

"Some people were killed. We have to do something to help people," he said. "But only half a million have been created."
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Dear Editor:

By now, most of us have heard about President Clinton's proposed economic package and tax cut plan. The controversy is fundamentally not a discussion of fiscal policies. Rather, the argument centers around how much of the new President will be. The keyword of candidate Clinton's campaign was change: change from Republican government, change from corporate control of the economy, and change which would ease the burden on working Americans.

Above all, Mr. Clinton portrayed himself as a change from the "traditional" Democrat. Throughout the campaign, he sought to distance himself from the liberal, "tax and spend" image of his party from the failures of Carter, Mondale, and Dukakis. Here was a moderate, centrist version of the new Democratic organization.

Unfortunately, based on his economic package, it appears that Mr. Clinton is not the new personification of a new party as we were led to believe. Instead, he has returned to the policies which have doomed the Democrats to past failure and has faced the American nation with the frightening prospect of an even greater deficit.

How does President Clinton plan to come up with the money to facilitate these increased expenditures? The answer is the old Democratic formula: taxes. For every dollar of increased spending there will be a $4 tax increase. The promise of a middle class tax cut is a mirage.

Marginal tax rates will jump by 37%. Taxes will increase on couples earning over $30,000 a year. The energy tax will raise taxes for 50% of Americans, increasing the annual energy bill of a family of four earning $25,000 by $105. In short, the American public is asked to shoulder the burden of an ever expanding federal government.

President Clinton has stressed that, in these changing times, Americans need to sacrifice in order to reduce the deficit and spur on the already-recovering economy. Sacrifice. The concept doesn't make sense unless the suffering will produce tangible benefits. The American people are willing to do with less if it will benefit the economy and the nation. However, the President is being hypocritical if he expects the voting public to take a reduction in income while the government increases its expenditures.

The sacrifice of the people will help the country only if it is accompanied by a sacrifice in the government. Unfortunately, President Clinton's economic package reveals that he has failed to grasp this concept, and this deficiency threatens to irrevocably link his administration with the failures of past Democrats.

Jesse Barrett
College Republicans
Keenan Hall
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"There is no harm in being sometimes wrong—especially if one is promptly found out."

J.M. Keynes

"I already have my pants on, 2, he can't say 2 any more."

HILLARY CLINTON

"GARRY TRUDEAU"

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"I'm not everybody..."
RIGHT

"I already have my pants on, 2, he can't say 2 any more."

HILLARY CLINTON

"I will stop doing this on every TV show."

FRED AIBI

"GARRY TRUDEAU"

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"I already have my pants on, 2, he can't say 2 any more."

HILLARY CLINTON

"How do you feel about this?"

JOE BIDEN

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"I already have my pants on, 2, he can't say 2 any more."

HILLARY CLINTON

"This is no real solution means no real solutions"

Dear Editor:

Associate Professional Specialist Barry Baumbaugh (Observer, Feb. 24) and his wife, Carole Havens, are talented activists in a local "no new taxes" movement. They overlook two factors, one abstract and one quite concrete.

(1) Ridding county government of every semblance of nepotism and inefficiency is a long term process and the best facilitating strategy is for talented and virtuous people to run for County Commissioner or County Council.

The implicit job description of those offices, however, deters altruistic office seekers. If Baumbaugh and Havens have a solution for that general political problem they should share it.

(2) If we don't have a county option tax, we won't be able to build a much needed new county jail or relocate and expand our desperately overcrowded and unsafe juvenile detention center.

Baumbaugh and Havens may not have to worry about crime in the community, but it's not in the interest of Notre Dame students to share their indifference.

Ed Manier
Professor of Philosophy
Feb. 24, 1993

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sacrifice may lead to political 'failure'
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By MEREDITH MCCULLOUGH
Accent Writer

X-Organization: University of Notre Dame
To: ndmcc, student.50@nd.edu
From: Meredith.McCullough,38nd.edu
Subject: E-mail: The Communication Wave of the Future

It used to be only for a select few. It is used to be that unless you were an engineer or a computer hacker or a twelve-year-old whiz kid, you had to be an all-out genius to understand it (or even get access to it).

But times are changing.

Electronic mail (E-mail) is quickly becoming the new craze in communication—thanks to a new and simplified user-friendly system, a highly effective mass marketing campaign, and an inexplicable transformation. E-mail is not a new concept, according to John Doppeek, manager of the DeBartolo Cluster, but it was not until second semester last year that Eudora (the popular software) became available in the student labs.

Since then, the number of student users has increased exponentially," said Doppeek consultant Mark Falcione. "It's odd to be so pretty rare that you'd see someone coming into a cluster to do e-mail now it's quite common," added Doppeek. "People are realizing that all this technology is at their disposal, and that they have the ability to use it now that it's become more user-friendly."

Allyson Pile was one of the students here realizing this seven or eight times a day. Stanford Hall freshman John Keating is one of them. "I'm really addicted," he said. "It eliminates the need for an answering machine, is cheaper than the post office, and is received on the other end within seconds," he said.

"I was forced to set up this e-mail stuff by my friend—who's in Augusto's seminar," he explained. "I figured, hey, it's just e-mail. Boy was I wrong. Since that first day I have been in love with e-mail—and for a while it took over my life for the moment that I lived for the moment that I could check my mail," Eddy said.

"Whereas e-mail was limited to only a few computers years ago, today you can e-mail from any OUS computer lab on campus," said Doppeek.

"Thanks to the magic of ND's network backbone, there is pretty much no difference in e-mail functionality from one computer to the next," said Doppeek.

"I lived for the moment that I could check my mail," Eddy said.

"DeBartolo's computers are very fast, but very cold," said Eddy. "They don't even tell you that they are looking for mail, and when there is none, it is exasperating to the user."

"But DeBartolo has its share of drawbacks," said Doppeek.
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"DeBartolo's computers are very fast, but very cold," said Eddy. "They don't even tell you that they are looking for mail, and when there is none, it is exasperating to the user."

"But DeBartolo has its share of drawbacks," said Doppeek.

"DeBartolo's computers are very fast, but very cold," said Eddy. "They don't even tell you that they are looking for mail, and when there is none, it is exasperating to the user."

"But DeBartolo has its share of drawbacks," said Doppeek.
North Carolina becomes sixth No. 1 team

North Carolina, the Tar Heels (24-3), moved up one spot to third and fourth. The Tar Heels finished the season ranked No. 1 in the final poll, while Michigan (22-4) each moved up in the Top Ten at the end of the season. Last year's No. 1 ranking, joining Michigan, Duke, Kentucky, and Indiana, matching the number that did it in 1989-90. Since 1980, the most teams ranked this season, joining in 1982-83.

Eric Montross and North Carolina became the sixth No. 1 team of the season.

O'Shaughnessy Hall on Thursday, each of the links. Lost Fri. 2/26 Call Alliex 4120 at SDH During Lunch 2/26-

LOST: Black Book Bag rimmed glasses (I have no one to blame)
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North Carolina becomes the sixth No. 1 team to hold the top spot in one season. Virginia, Arizona, and Indiana, matching the number that did it in 1989-90. Since 1980, the most teams ranked this season, joining in 1982-83.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

LA Clippers 25 26 .481
Denver 23 31 .423
Philadelphia 21 31 .413
Sacramento 18 37 .327
New York Islanders 24 30 .444

Atlantic Division

Montreal 25 9 .727
New York Islanders 24 9 .727
Philadelphia 21 6 .774

Midwest Division

Chicago 23 8 .742
Cleveland 22 7 .758
Detroit 21 8 .733

Pacific Division

Phoenix 22 6 .786
Portland 22 3 .409

Tuesday's Games

LA Clippers 28 26 .519
Charlotte 28 25 .528
Pacific Division

California 33

Milwaukee 21 34 .382

New York 36 18 .667

Monday's Games

San Antonio 94, Orlando 90
Indiana 110, Dallas 96
Miami 105, Minnesota 93
New Jersey 102, New York 76

Cleveland at Seattle, 10 p.m.
LA Lakers 124, LA Clippers 112
Houston at LA Clippers, 10:30 p.m.

SCHEDULE

Thursday's Games

No. 16 UCLA at New Mexico State, 8:30 p.m.
No. 17 New Orleans at Arkansas State, 8:30 p.m.
No. 12 Vanderbilt at Tennessee, 9:00 p.m.

Friday's Games

No. 13 Arkansas at Auburn, 2:30 p.m.
No. 12 Cincinnati vs. Memphis, 7:00 p.m.
No. 11 Florida State at Georgia Tech, 7:00 p.m.
No. 9 Iowa vs. Nebraska, 8:00 p.m.

Saturday's Games

No. 8 UCLA vs. Washington State, 7:00 p.m.
No. 9 Iowa vs. Nebraska, 8:00 p.m.
No. 10 Arkansas at Texas, 8:00 p.m.
No. 11 Florida State at Georgia Tech, 7:00 p.m.
No. 8 UCLA vs. Washington State, 10:30 p.m.

Sunday's Games

No. 16 UCLA at Arizona State, 7:00 p.m.
No. 13 Arkansas at Texas A&M, 9:00 p.m.
No. 9 Iowa vs. Nebraska, 7:00 p.m.
No. 10 Arkansas at Texas, 7:00 p.m.
No. 11 Florida State at Georgia Tech, 7:00 p.m.
No. 12 Cincinnati vs. Memphis, 8:00 p.m.
No. 11 Florida State at Georgia Tech, 7:00 p.m.
No. 8 UCLA vs. Washington State, 10:30 p.m.

1-7471 for more information.

Royal Bank of Canada—Signed Mike Mussina, left wing, and Brandy Schmuhl, right wing, from Phoenix of International Hockey League.

SUNDAY'S GAMES

New York Islanders 7, Hartford 6, OT
Detroit at New York Islanders, 7:40 p.m.
Baltimore Orioles—Promoted Mitch Roesler, pitcher.

American League

BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Promoted Mitt Buhl, trainer with Frederick of the Caroline Hopkins, guard, on the injured list. Activated Williams, left wing, and Brandy Schmuhl, right wing, from Phoenix of International Hockey League.
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1. Toyota at Gates to Notre Dame and Shuttle Bus available students and faculty. Call 237-4005 when servicing your vehicle. 20% off to all cure.

2. Atlanta on Saturday, seems in the Bulls' 112-92 win over them work that much harder to keep their time." Ed Nealy in a trade with Golden State last Wednesday. "We just go with what we have to go with and patch our injuries. The two-time NBA champions have been down who are starters two or three guys that have bruises or swellings, most no injuries. But hopef ully that will make.

3. Trent Tucker, who shot 9 for 9 in the Bulls' 112-92 win over Atlanta on Saturday, seems in the Bulls' 112-92 win over them work that much harder to keep their time." Ed Nealy in a trade with Golden State last Wednesday. "We just go with what we have to go with and patch our injuries. The two-time NBA champions have been down who are starters two or three guys that have bruises or swellings, most no injuries. But hopef ully that will make.

4. "I know I'm not going to come love what you do form e." Bulls facing toughest foe: injuries.

5. Bulls facing toughest foe: injuries.

6. TIAA-CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

7. The Observer Tuesday, March 2, 1993

8. Sports Briefs

9. Interhall floor hockey referees are needed. Anyone interested should call the RecSports office at 631-6100.

10. ND/SMC women's lacrosse club will have practice on Sundays from 8-9 p.m. at Loftus. If you want shorts, they are $9 with a check payable to ND/SMC women's lacrosse. If you want shorts and you can't make the meeting, call Christy at 634-2965 by Wednesday.

11. Cross country ski rental is available in the Rockne Golf Shop. Check-out times are 4-30-5-30 p.m. on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday and 12-1 p.m. on Saturday. Check-in times are 4-30-5-30 p.m. Friday, Saturday and Sunday and 12-1-1 on Saturday. Call the Golf Shop at 631-6425 with questions.

12. Sign-ups for Interhall men's and women's soccer and men's and women's 12" softball, campus soccer and co-rec indoor soccer, and grad/fac/staff softball are due by March 3 in the RecSports office.

13. RecSports women's safety and self-defense classes are beginning March 16 from 5-6-10 p.m. at Rockne Memorial. Call 631-6100 for more information.

14. Late Bookstore Basketball sign-ups will be March 2-3 from 6-9 p.m. and March 4 from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. in SUB office for a $10 fee.

15. Allkio Club will have practice from 6-8 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday from 2-4 p.m. on Friday in 219 Riverside. Beginners are welcome.

16. ND Ski Club will have a mandatory meeting on March 3 in 120 Hayes-Dirsley at 7 p.m. for all those going on the trip to Steamboat. T-shirts will be distributed at that time. If you have questions, call Chris Boone at 273-2958.

17. SportsTalk welcomes Bengal Bouts champion Lou Hall at 8 p.m. on WVFI 640AM. Call in with questions and comments at 631-6400.


19. CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago Bulls are fighting an enemy relatively unfamiliar to them — injuries. The two-time NBA champions find themselves with Bill Cartwright and John Paxson out. A number of other players are sporting bumps, bruises or swellings, most notably Michael Jordan's sprained ankle.

20. "We've never been in this situation before, where we had two or three guys that have been down who are starters and we had to bring people in," coach Phil Jackson said Monday. "We just go with what we have to go with and patch our team up as well as we can." Most recently, they acquired Ed Nealy in a trade with Golden State last Wednesday.

21. "I know I'm not going to come love what you do form e." Bulls facing toughest foe: injuries.

22. Trent Tucker, who shot 9 for 9 in the Bulls' 112-92 win over Atlanta on Saturday, seems in the Bulls' 112-92 win over them work that much harder to keep their time." Ed Nealy in a trade with Golden State last Wednesday. "We just go with what we have to go with and patch our injuries. The two-time NBA champions have been down who are starters two or three guys that have bruises or swellings, most no injuries. But hopef ully that will make.

23. Gates Toyota

24. 20% off to all students and faculty when servicing your vehicle. Gates Toyota Service Department. Shuttle bus available to Notre Dame and University Park Mall.

25. Call 237-4005 Oil Changes for just $20.55 "I love what you do for me."
MESA, Ariz. (AP) — Doubts about how healthy Chicago Cubs shortstop Shawon Dunston will be this season are providing an opportunity for newcomer Rey Sanchez.

Sanchez sparkled in the field for the Cubs last summer, playing 74 games and giving Chicago some solid defense. But he says he isn't taking anything for granted and still isn't counting Dunston out.

"I can't worry about that kind of stuff," Sanchez said. "Whatever happens, happens. I only know I'm healthy and I'm ready to play. That's all that matters to me right now. Those other things I can't control."

"I'm not competing with Shawon. If they want him and he's healthy, then he will play. I don't feel like they owe me anything. I'll take whatever they give me. Whatever they tell me to do, I'll do it," Sanchez suffered from a bulging disc last summer, but did not have to undergo surgery. Dunston did have surgery for a herniated disc, and is still hurting.

"I respect Shawon a lot," Sanchez said. "Give the man credit. He's played a long time and he's an all-star. He's not looking over his shoulder. I admire Shawon. He's a great player."

"You have to make a name for yourself in this game and you don't do that until you've played for a while. Until then, you just play ball and wait your turn. I don't feel like I've accomplished anything yet."

"Shawon is experiencing pain and we are concerned about his morale. He's never been hurt before and he's frustrated," Cubs manager Jim Lefebrve said. "We just have to let nature take its course."

"He's just frustrated. But I want to see him smile. When he smiles, the whole team lights up."
By KEVIN JANICKI
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame fencing squad roared into the postseason with a first-place finish at the Midwest Intercollegiate Championships at Michigan State Saturday.

The Irish finished in the top two spots in all four weapons, collecting 500 points while their closest competitor, Ohio State finished with 425 points.

“This was a team effort all the way,” remarked men’s head coach Mike DeCicco. “We took giant steps towards our goal in all four weapons.”

As expected, the full squad performed well, tying Illinois for first place by collecting 120 points. Senior captain Jeff Piper, who was undefeated against midwestern opponents during the dual-meet season, won the individual foil competition. Foilists Jordan Maggio, Stan Brunner, and Rian Girard finished fifth, ninth, and eleventh, respectively.

The sabremen scored 112 points, just three short of Ohio State, as they were led by fifth place-finisher senior Bernd Hopkins. Sophomore Chris McQuade turned in a strong performance taking seventh, and fellow sophomore Chris Hajnick took ninth.

The epee squad followed the lead of the foilists by tying Illinois for first place with 116 points. Senior Geoff Pechinsky led all Notre Dame epeesists. Grzegorz Wozniak, who led the Irish all season, placed fifth.

The women’s team contributed 152 points, edging Ohio State by two. The victory over Ohio State avenged a 12-4 loss suffered earlier this season. Freshman Claudette Dellrain took a third place finish as the Irish’s top individual. Senior Kathleen Vogt placed fifth, junior Kimberly Arndt finished eighth, and freshman Mindi Kalogera took eleventh for the Irish women.

“The team is peaking at the right time,” said DeCicco. “Next week is another hurdle, and we need to concentrate on qualifying for the NCAA Championships.”

Next weekend, the team travels to Cleveland State for the NCAA Midwest Regional Qualifier. Both the men and women will have to place in the top two spots or receive one at-large bid in order to qualify for the NCAA Championships.

St. John’s bombs Syracuse

NEW YORK (AP) — St. John’s, picked for next-to-last in the Big East before the season started, guaranteed itself no worse than a second-place finish with a 90-70 victory over Syracuse on Monday night.

Shawnelle Scott, who had been hampered by an ankle injury, led No. 25 St. John’s (17-8, 12-5) with 20 points and 10 rebounds, eight on the defensive boards. Lawrence Moten led Syracuse (17-8, 9-8), which had won three straight, with 20 points.

St. John’s finished in a three-way tie for first place with Seton Hall and Georgetown last season, but the Redmen lost to three of four starters and the retirement of Hall of Fame coach Lou Carnesecca didn’t bode well for the Redmen this season, and the league’s coaches picked them ninth in a preseason poll.

The Bedmen will play first-place Seton Hall (12-4) on Saturday.

The victory over Syracuse came easy for the Redmen, who took a 28-13 lead thanks to a 20-0 run. The Orangemen never were closer than nine points in the second half, sustaining their worst loss this season.

This was the first time in seven meetings between the teams that the final margin was more than seven points, and it was St. John’s biggest win over Syracuse since a 100-78 victory in 1976.

Lamont Middleton added 18 points and Sergio Layk 14 for St. John’s. David Cain had seven points and 10 rebounds.

Conrad McRae and Mike Hopkins added 14 points apiece for Syracuse.

---

SHENANIGANS

is looking for a piano player to help with rehearsal & performances.

If interested call 44x1346
By JONATHAN JENSEN  
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's tennis team got a reprieve of sorts last weekend, as they broke from the nation's toughest schedule to face two Big Ten teams in Northwestern and Illinois at the Eck Tennis Pavilion.

Saturday's change of pace was appreciated, as the Irish got some needed-cooked meals for a change and picked up two easy wins, enjoying the success and gaining some confidence with a 6-1 win over the Wildcats and a 7-0 shutout of the Illini.

"First of all it was great to be home, and second of all it's good to get some wins under your belt," said senior Mark Schmidt, who won twice at #3 singles and once at #2 doubles.

A focal point for this weekend has been the doubles teams, as they all turned in outstanding performances. At one doubles, Will Forsyth and Chuck Coleman picked up two more impressive victories, and after starting off the year at 2-3 the two have ratted off four wins in their last five matches.

"We've had surprisingly strong play at one-doubles," noted Bayliss, "it's been a big boost of confidence lately."

With the easy win against the Wildcats, the Irish were able to experiment with the Illini, and they got solid wins from senior Chris Wojtulak and freshman Mike Sproule at two-doubles and from junior Allan Lopez and sophomore Husor Drzuta at the third slot.

"It really helps in best someone density," said Bayliss, "it's been a shot in the arm. I felt we were playing at a level that pleased me, but when you play a match and you lose, you still feel empty. We played #1 and #3 on decisive days and lost both matches, but a loss is a loss."

Chuck Coleman and the rest of the Notre Dame men's tennis team rolled over Northwestern and Illinois last weekend.
The wins raise the Irish's record to 6-4, with the four losses coming to perennial powerhouse #1 USC, #3 Georgia, #8 North Carolina, and #11 Kentucky. Even though the Irish are satisfied with their play this season against such a tough schedule, it does help to win a couple of easy matches, as Bayliss and Schmidt see TENNIS/see page 13.

Women's swim team dominates to win third straight MCC title

By HALEY SCOTT  
Sports Writer

The Irish swim well enough to win, but not as fast as they had hoped.
The women's swim team continued their reign as the Midwestern Collegiate Conference champions by capturing their sixth straight title this past weekend.
The Irish scored 1183 points, ahead of the second place Evansville who totaled 891 points. La Salle (770), Butler (518), Duquesne (493), and Xavier (405) rounded out the conference.

Senior co-captain Susan Bobhan had one of the best meets of her four-year career with the Irish, and was encouraged by the team's performance. "I was pleased with how we swam and how we finished. We won a good amount of events."

Notre Dame did not only win events. Head coach Tim Welch was named MCC women's coach of the year, and freshman Jassy Peterson won newcomer of the year.
The Irish started their domination with four victories and a second place on the first day of the meet. Kay Bradrick, a senior from Wayne, Ill, won the 200-yard individual medley with a time of 2:11.41, to break her own MCC record. Notre Dame's Rachel Thurston, Cara Garvey, and Kelly Walsh placed first, second, and third respectively, in the 50-yard freestyle. Freshman Mary Wendell joined the winning trio to comprise the 4x50-yard winning freestyle relay.

The 400-yard medley relay of Bradrick, Peterson, Lisa Mancuso, and Bobhan also placed first. Finish out the first of three days of competition was Peterson, who placed the highest for the Irish in the 50-yard freestyle taking first with a time of 50.51.

Notre Dame continued to prove themselves the dominant team throughout the second day of competition. In the 200-yard medley relay, the team of Garvey, and freshmen Alisa Springman, Walsh, and Thurston placed first with a MCC meet record time of 1:50.99, two seconds faster than the record set by Notre Dame last year.

Bobhan won the first of two events with a time of 1:55.50, in the 200-yard freestyle. She later went on to win the 100-yard freestyle, followed by Thurston at second and Peterson in third.

Junior Kristie Heath was also a double winner, placing first in the 400-yard individual medley and the mile freestyle.

"Kristin had an awesome meet," said Bobhan. "She looked really strong," said Bobhan.

The mile and the 100-yard freestyle were the only events Notre Dame won on the third day, but the lead they built on the previous days was enough to win. Assistant head coach Randy Julian
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